Definitions 1
NONLINEAR SYSTEM: A system without superposition LINEAR SYSTEM: A system that is not nonlinear ACTIVE SYSTEM: A system having a battery PASSIVE SYSTEM: A system that is not active COCHLEAR AMPLIFIER (CA): Traveling-wave power amplification (i.e., more signal power coming out than going in)
examples:
A transistor and a hair cell are examples of nonlinear components A transistor and a hair cell are not active unless they are connected to a battery 
BASIC QUESTION
What is the principle role of the OHC: to generate nonlinearity or power gain (or perhaps both)?
Is cochlear nonlinearity important?
The loss of nonlinear compression leads to loudness recruitment - Steinberg and Gardner (1937) were the first to describe recruitment as a loss of nonlinear compression -From noise trauma studies we now know that recruitment results from outer hair cells (OHC) damage
Since recruitment is a large (> 50 dB) effect, OHC nonlinear compression is a large effect
Why must OHCs compress the cochlear response?
The dynamic range of the normal cochlea is > 100 dB IHC have a dynamic range of < 50-60 dB OHC compression solves the IHC dynamic range problem ACTIVE/PASSIVE COCHLEA
Hair cell thermal noise
The Johnson RMS thermal electrical noise voltage jV c j is due to cell membrane leakage currents
hjV c j 2 i = 4kT BR;
where B is the cell membrane electrical power bandwidth and R is the cell membrane leakage resistance The relation between the cell RC time constant = RC and the cell power bandwidth B is given by B = 1=4 BR = 1=4C
(2) Thus Eq. 1 becomes (in RMS volts)
The hair cell dynamic range
The IHC cell capacitance has been determined to be 9.6 pF (Kros and Crawford, 1990) From Eq. 3 we find that V c = 21 V RMS for IHCs at body temperature The the maximum change in cell voltage that has been observed is about 30 mV RMS The ratio of 30 mV to the RMS noise floor voltage of 21 V , expressed in dB, is 63 dB
Conclusions:
Thus the dynamic range of the IHC must be less than 63 dB
It is impossible for the IHC to code the 120 dB acoustic dynamic range of the ear without signal compression
OHCs must be providing nonlinear compression within the mechanics of the cochlea
How does the nonlinear cochlear compression work?
ASSUMPTION 1: The BM stiffness changes with intensity causing the excitation patterns (EP) to shift along the BM ASSUMPTION 2: The tectorial membrane acts as a fixed high-pass filter
Effect of shifting EP on IHC tuning
Small changes in the BM stiffness have a large effect on the IHC tuning when the TM is assumed to act as a highpass filter 
LOG-MAGNITUDE BM IMPEDANCE
Cartoon showing low-pass BM excitation patterns and high-pass tectorial membrane transduction filter, as a function of place for one stimulus frequency, at levels 0, 20, 40 and 80 dB SL.
The neural response defined as the product of the BM excitation pattern and the TM transduction filter responses.
The log-magnitude BM impedance at 0, 20, 40, and 80 dB SL assuming the BM stiffness changes with level. This figure shows that the EP shifts toward the base as the stiffness is reduced. ACTIVE/PASSIVE COCHLEA
How does the EP to shift with intensity?
Series of events: 
Is the cochlea active?
The cochlea is active because there is a battery -However, this does not mean that there is a CA Kemp (1979) The middle ear is nearly lossless (Puria and Allen) The round trip BM power gain appears to be lossless (i.e., the power gain is 1), (Allen and Fahey '93) -The hearing threshold seems to be predicted by constant input power (Ravicz and Rosowski, 1994 ARO abstract) . This observation needs further development -There is no peak in the pressure gain at CF as one would expect from a CA model (Dancer, 1995) 
